




Lesson 01

Data Streams and 

Event Processing





Trigger 

Actions

Trigger specific 

actions when 

certain 

thresholds are 

identified.

Understand 

Systems

Understand 

component or 

system behavior 

under various 

conditions to 

fuel further 

enhancements 

of said system.

Analyze Data

Continuously 

analyze data to 

detect issues 

and understand 

or respond to 

them.

Data Streams are used to:

Data Stream Processing Approach

There are two approaches. Reference data 

is streaming data that can be collected 

over time and persisted in storage as static 

data. In contrast, streaming data have 

relatively low storage requirements. And 

run computations in sliding windows.

Data Streams

In the context of analytics, data streams 

are event data generated by sensors or 

other sources that can be analyzed by 

another technology

What are data streams



An application which consumes the data and takes specific action 

based on the insights. Examples of event consumers include alert 

generation, dashboards, or even sending data to another event 

processing engine

Event consumer

An engine to consume event data streams and deriving insights from 

them. Depending on the problem space, event processors either 

process one incoming event at a time (such as a heart rate monitor) or 

process multiple events at a time (such as a highway toll lane sensor)

Event processor

Examples include sensors or processes that generate data continuously 

such as a heart rate monitor or a highway toll lane sensorEvent producer

The process of consuming data streams, analyzing them, and deriving actionable insights 

out of them is called Event Processing and has three distinct components:

Event Processing 



• Azure Data Lake

• Cosmos DB

• SQL Database

• Blob Store

• Power BI

Destination

• Stream Analytics Query 

Language

• .NET SDK

Analytical Engine

• Event Hubs

• IoT Hubs

• Azure Blob Store

Ingestion

• Sensors

• Systems

• Applications

Source

Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics is an event processing engine. It enables 
the consumption and analysis of high volumes of streaming data in real time.

Processing events with Azure Stream Analytics





Lesson 02

Data Ingestion 

with Event Hubs





“Azure Event Hubs is a 

highly scalable publish-

subscribe service that can 

ingest millions of events 

per second and stream 

them into multiple 

applications.”



Create an Event Hub

Create an event hub namespace:

1. In the Azure portal, select NEW, type Event Hubs, and then select Event 

Hubs from the resulting search. Then select Create.

2. Provide a name for the event hub, and then create a resource group. 

Specify xx-name-eh and xx-name-rg respectively, XX- represent your 

initials to ensure uniqueness of the Event Hub name and Resource Group 

name, 

3. Click the checkbox to Pin to the dashboard, then select the Create

button.

Create an event hub

1. After the deployment is complete, click the xx-name-eh event hub on 

the dashboard. 

2. Then, under Entities, select Event Hubs.

3. To create the event hub, select the + Event Hub button. Provide the 

name socialstudy-eh, and then select Create.

4. To grant access to the event hub, we need to create a shared access 

policy. Select the  socialstudy-eh event hub when it appears, and then, 

under Settings, select Shared access policies.

5. Under Shared access policies, create a policy with MANAGE permissions 

by selecting + Add. Give the policy the name of xx-name-eh-sap , check 

MANAGE, and then select Create.

6. Select your new policy after it has been created, and then select the copy 

button for the CONNECTION STRING - PRIMARY KEY entity. 

7. Paste the CONNECTION STRING - PRIMARY KEY entity into Notepad, 

this is needed later in the exercise.

8. Leave all windows open

https://portal.azure.com/
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Evaluating the Performance of Event Hubs





Lesson 03

Processing Data with 

Stream Analytics Jobs





Complex Event Processor

Complex Event Processing of Stream Data in Azure





Create a Stream 

Analytics Job Input.



Create a Stream 

Analytics Job Output.



Write a transformation query



Start a Stream Analytics Job













Next steps
After the course, consider reading the 

Reference architecture for real-time event 

processing with Microsoft Azure Stream 

Analytics

Module Summary

In this module, you have learned about:

- Data streams and event processing.

- Data Ingestion with Event Hubs.

- Processing Data with Stream Analytics Jobs.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/stream-analytics/stream-analytics-real-time-event-processing-reference-architecture

